
BLACKOUT SIGHTING SYSTEM

Designed specifically for the 300 AAC blackout cartridge, the new BOSS 300 (Black Out Sighting System) features 
a miniature reflex sight, red visible laser, infra-red (IR) laser and fixed IR illuminator. The BOSS 300 is truly unique 
allowing the user to shoot both supersonic and subsonic ammunition with the flip of a switch - without having to re-
zero the weapon. This is achieved by co-aligning the reflex sight to the lasers and illuminator which all travel on our 
patented trajectory switch. Powered by one (1) AA battery this lightweight system delivers repeatable accuracy you 
can’t find with any other sighting system.   
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- Compact and lightweight design offers superior performance

- Powered by one (1) AA battery

- Lasers/illuminator/reflex all co-aligned with one adjustment

- Ultimate beam clarity for target ID and situational awareness

- Maintains supersonic and subsonic zero with trajectory switch

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

PART / NSN NUMBERS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

64000G01 BOSS 300™  

MODULAR BY DESIGN™

BATTERY:                                                                             (1) AA BATTERY 
  
LASER OUTPUT:                                                                >7mW

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER 
SERVICE- Red visible laser, IR laser, fixed IR illuminator and reflex sight

-BCOLORS:
(BLACK/COYOTE)

-C

- Reflex sight features built in back up iron sights (BUIS) 

- Adjustable laser/illuminator/reflex sight brightness settings

- Mounts to 1913 style picatinny rails via thumb screws 
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